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The Art of Alpine Luxury

7132 Hotel
7132 Vals
Switzerland

Phone: +41 58 7132 000
E-mail: hotel@7132.com
Web: 7132.com

7132 Hotel | Management & Board
Board:

Hans-Peter Domanig, Chairman
Remo Stoffel, Member
Beatrice Stoffel, Member
Katrin Rüfenacht, General Manager

Management:

Directions By
car
Ilanz can be reached via Chur and Flims. Vals lies a further 20 km from Ilanz. The 7132 Hotel
operates a fleet of comfortable Mercedes-Benz limousines for our guests’ convenience.
Engadin-Airport, St. Moritz
St. Gallen-Altenrhein Airport
Zurich Airport
Malpensa | Linate Airport
Basel EuroAirport
Geneva Airport
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Helicopter
The 7132 Hotel is the only such establishment in Switzerland with its own helicopter. The
modern Airbus EC 130 can transfer guests from any location in Switzerland (nearest helicopter
pad) directly to Vals.
General information
Elevation
Year of construction
Most recent renovation

1252 m
1970
2017

Rooms
The rooms at the 7132 Hotel were reopened in July 2017.
7132 Hotel***** Deluxe
3 Penthouse Suites
3 Spa Suites
12 Spa Deluxe Rooms
3 Double Rooms
1 Single Room
House of Architects**** by 7132
23 Kuma Rooms
18 Ando Rooms
10 Zumthor Rooms
22 Mayne Rooms

Amenities
Restaurants & Bar
7132 Silver
7132 Red
7132 DaPapà
7132 Blue Bar
Meeting rooms
Seven
One
Two
Three

20
20
20
20

m2
m2
m2
m2

Seating
30
60
90
60
Seating
28
12
6
6
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Spa (ESPA product line and treatments)
• 7 treatment rooms
• 1 water massage room
• Hair salon with La Biosthétique products
• Gym
7132 Thermal Baths
• Indoor pool 32 °C
• Outdoor pool 36 °C (winter) 30–33 °C (summer)
• Fire pool 42 °C
• Ice pool 14 °C
• Petal bath 33 °C
• Melodic pool/spring grotto 35 °C
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7132 Hotel in brief

The 7132 Hotel is located at the entrance to the picturesque village of Vals in Switzerland's
Grisons Alps – a place of idyllic scenery and an ancient mountain setting with space for future
visions. Famous for its thermal springs, Vals is a calm retreat within which the 7132 Hotel
offers a thoroughly distinctive atmosphere. Guests at the 7132 Hotel escape the mediocrity of
the mainstream and are treated to the last true luxuries of our hectic modern era: leisure,
tranquility and relaxa- tion. This is a place to unwind, indulge yourself and savour the moment
in an in- spiring and stylish setting. The 7132 is committed to everything that appeals to the
senses: exceptional architecture and design, exquisite cuisine and a world-class thermal spa.
The final phase of the most recent renovations was completed in July 2017. In addition to the
new rooms described below, the reception and lobby area have been completely redesigned, as
have the bar and the entire hotel grounds, in- cluding the pavilion and sundecks. A spacious
library with an open fireplace has also been added. To underscore the hotel’s all-year-round
appeal, four exclusive meeting rooms have been created, providing space for up to 40 people.
It was the unique quality of Vals that provided the inspiration for a new name. 7132 is the
postcode of the municipality and has become the trademark of a new tour- ism concept: The stated
aim is to move away from mass tourism and instead pre- serve the authentic, exclusive nature of
what Vals has to offer. All of the company’s activities now operate under this name – or rather
this number.
7132 Thermal Baths
The legendary thermal springs are what makes Vals unique. The highly mineralised water that
emerges at 30 °Celsius from St. Peter’s spring has attracted visitors to the spa for more than 100
years. In 1996 architect Peter Zumthor rose to international fame with his design for a new spa
complex. Consisting of raw concrete and 60,000 slabs of local quartzite stone, the monolithic
building is an architectural tribute to the archaic beauty of the Vals valley. It has been acclaimed
by leading architecture critics worldwide. Peter Zumthor was awarded the Pritzker Prize in 2009.
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Rooms

The hotel consists of two buildings: the 5-star 7132 Hotel Deluxe and the adjacent 4-star House
of Architects by 7132 featuring a unique collection of rooms designed by renowned architects:
Tadao Ando, Peter Zumthor, Kengo Kuma and Thom Mayne.
7132 Hotel***** Deluxe
The 7132 Hotel***** Deluxe reopened in July 2017, boasting three Spa Suites (90 m2) and 12
Spa Deluxe rooms (60 m2), each of which features a steam bath in the bath- room. There are also
three new double rooms (30 m2) and one single room (25 m2), commanding stunning views.
Three supremely elegant Penthouse Suites (90 m2) based on designs by Japanese star architect
Kengo Kuma are housed on the upper floor. The rates for the 7132 Hotel***** Deluxe Penthouse
Suites include trans- fer to Vals by helicopter.

House of Architects**** by 7132
Zumthor
The Zumthor rooms were created by Peter Zumthor. Scagliola is a plasterwork technique of the
Italian Renaissance. The rooms feature hand-painted Habutai silk curtains.
Kuma
Kengo Kuma’s work pays tribute to the refined craftsmanship of Japanese cabinet- makers.
Guests are embraced by a cocoon of oak, while the centre of the room features an elegant glass
shower with a floor-level base fashioned from Vals stone.
Ando
The 7132 was able to call on the services of master architect Tadao Ando to design a set of
rooms for the House of Architects**** by 7132. His design is a homage to the subtle beauty of
Japanese tea houses.
Mayne
Designs by American architect Thom Mayne augmented the House of Architects**** by 7132 in
2016. Following Zumthor and Ando, he is the third Pritzker Prize laureate to realise some of his
visions in Vals.
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Gastronomy

Each of the restaurants at the 7132 Hotel shares a passion for premium ingredients, cuisine of
the highest quality and personalised service.
7132 Silver
This gourmet restaurant, awarded with two Michelin stars and 18 Gault&Millau points, is
overseen by Head Chef Mitja Birlo. and celebrated as ‘Climber of the Year’ 2020. Young yet
experienced, accessible yet disciplined, equally at home in Vals and the world at large: Birlo
effortlessly resolves apparent contradictions. A cosmopoli- tan at heart, Birlo pursues a
distinctively young, bold and dynamic trajectory. Inspired by nature itself, he conjures up unique
culinary creations that are a world away from mainstream cuisine.
7132 Red
This restaurant seats up to 60 diners. Chef Ulf Bladt, awarded with 15 Gault&Millau points,
serves contemporary cuisine that combines local products with the very best ingredients from
all over the world. The sumptuous breakfast buffet includes bread that is freshly baked every
day, homemade jams, an exquisite selection of freshly brewed teas and a wide variety of local
meat and dairy products.
7132 Blue Bar
The bar is the place to be for afternoon tea or an aperitif, although a select array of fine dishes is
served all day. In the evening the Blue Bar is perfect for after-dinner cocktails. Top New York
jazz musicians play the Steinway grand piano here every night.
7132 DaPapà
The DaPapà team celebrates Italian dolce vita with the best pasta and pizza for miles around.
The authentic furniture and black-and-white photographs on the walls are reminiscent of
Cinecittà masterpieces and take us back to the era of Federico Fellini.
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History

The first written references to the curative effects of Vals’ thermal springs date back to the 17th
century. Doctors in the 19th century recommended therapeutic baths in Vals to treat
dermatological conditions. Recreational tourism became the focus in 1964, when German
industrialist Kurt Vorlop transformed the original sanatorium into a modern health resort.
In 1983, the municipality of Vals purchased the hotel along with the thermal baths and
commissioned Grisons architect Peter Zumthor to design a new spa. When the baths re-opened in
1996 the news spread around the world, and critics praised Zumthor’s work as a ‘lesson in courage
and aesthetics’. It was only natural for the baths to be declared a national monument in 1998, just
two years after they re- opened.
The municipality sold the hotel and baths in 2012. This step became necessary due to changing
tourism demands and the resulting need for fresh investment. New owner Remo Stoffel, a native
of Vals, has since invested in the future of the resort.
The village’s postcode served as inspiration for a new name: 7132
The entire complex has been renovated and expanded in order to meet the expectations of a
discerning contemporary clientele. Plans featuring further avant-garde projects are also slated
with the aim of enhancing the image of Vals as a mecca of architecture.
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